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Banff hiking tour guide

Canadian Home Rockies Canadian Rockies Canadian Walk &amp; Hiking Tour ITINERARIES THIS: 6 days, 5 Nights ACCOMMODATIONS: Premiere Hotels * $3.499 pp dbl Ok Detailed Itineraries Reserve Tour this trail scenic Hike in three Canadian national parks with dramatic vista, Beautiful lakes and flower lists walk through evergreen jungles and lacklusheimer flowers in stunning glaciers, magnificent waterfalls and large broken
shafts admiring mountain reflections on Moraine Lake and Lake Louise thereby , travelling to the famous Plain of Six Glacier Teahouse Look for mountain goats, tingles and marmots -- maybe come face-to-face with one of them! Detailed Itinerary Reserve accommodations this trip can vary based on departure date. Accommodations may vary based on departure. Traveling from Banff to Kootenay, crossing a vast fire burning area
where tough pink hard and yellow kolumbine signs of new growth | Venture into a pending value for a look at Stanley Glascier's stunning | A trail jungle captures with bestek and bunchberry taking you to milk blue Sherbrooke Lake, the largest glacial backcountry lake in Yoho National Park | Climbing of Lookout Page for sublime views of main glacial glaciers and supported picks. Walk in evergreen jungle and blooming medows in
stunning views of the Daily Glacier and Yoho Valley | Standing in a second before the Cascades' highest waterfall, it all makes sense—Takakkaw is the cree for it is magnificent | Walking along the shore of the essence of the storm's discontent was emerald lake. Up in one of Banff National Park's stunning enclosures, living and wild and wild | Soak up views of Glascier's glistening view with beautiful Helen Lake | Come tonight, relax in
our elegant hotel | Admire the jewel-like colors of Lake Louise and Moraine Lake | Switchbacks lead to breathing Larch Valley with views of Wenkchemna Peak | Commune and goat mountains, pika and Clark's nikrackers | Travel the classic road from world-renowned Lake Louise to Plain at Six Glacier Teahouse. Detailed Itineraries Reserve This Detailed Itineraries Reserved Tour See More Review See Less Reviews Write a Review
We want to make sure you are on the right trip and that you have the best experience possible. Each Trip Backroads is unique and this one is no exception. Day 1- In the mountains! - We choose you from your Kalgary Kalgary Hotel, or the Marriott Downtown Hotel if you're flying in today. Pickup is between 3:30 and 4 pm. Once we met everyone we head west 1.5 hours to the visible mountains from Calgary. Watch the dramatic
changes as the scenery goes from tower prayers to an span of 15 minutes. We get you checked into your hotel and then walk down the street for our first dine as a group. During dinner we talk about the coming days and what to expect during your hiking trip to Banff. Day 2 - Pioneer and Swiss Mountaine - After a complimentary breakfast at the hotel we expect to be in the wind and top 45 minutes north of the world Lake Louise. Once
you've taken too many photos of the morning soft light on Victoria Glacier, we start up our trail for the day. We're going to ride up to Lake Agnes Teahouse, and then where most people would turn around, we continue around the lake and on top of Big Beehive, for a bird's-dropping eye in Lake Louise. Continue on the Highline Connector, take us to Plain at Six Glacier Teahouse, where you'll be rewarded with close and personal views
of the glaciers hanging on the cliffs all around us. If we're lucky, the morning sun will heated the ice, causing the massive ice circuit of ice to fall off the mountain with a round iron roar, a distance safely away but close enough to feel the reverence under your feet. Enjoy a tea in the tea house during your guide fills you through the histories of early Swiss mountains that influence life in these mountains. If you're lucky, you can even feast
on some Swiss Unfounded to make this extra special moment (and delicious). After a dinner in town we head as a group of water to calm Soulphur MonTain Hot Springs. These are the same hot spring that first attracted train officials in this area, resulting in national conservation efforts and bringing first Western tourism to Canada. These are also the same waters that the local indigenous tribes have traveled in and recovery to the
water that can heal for thousands of years. Day 3 - Best of Banff – Today we headed out for one of the most scenic hikikes in the Banff area. This usually should be Cory Pass or Alymer Pass, where your hard work is rewarded with stunning views of Lake Minnewanka, or Banff far below your feet. Cory Pass is really cool because you feel like a cal, walking right beside two miles of high cliffs feet on either side of you! After the hike we
went back to the city and we have a delicious dinner as a group and in the evening you have the choice for you free time to relax, or to go for an evening tour via Johnston Canyon. Johnston Canyon is crawling with crowd by day, but with our unique idea of a night market, you'll be virtually alone in the canyon, learning about how the water has needle the rock over the past ten thousand years and rise close and personal with a
waterfall. Day 4- Moraine Lake and beyond!!! - Wake up bright early so we can find Moraine Lake in the morning light picture time that immerse the Value in Ten peaks at a soft bar. Once you've made a feast of your eye on the water impossiblely blue and the puck roar all around, we head up our tie trail to Eiffel Lake or Sentinel Pass. From Eiffel Lake you can participate traveling just a bit further to Wenkchemma Pass, where you can
set a stake in British Columbia with one foot in Alberta. From Sentinel Pass you can take the Instagram photo of a lifetime, while looking down in Larch Valley and Paradise Valley at the same time. Both hikes are so incredible, the hardest part for being a guide is choosing which one does! After us our travelers continue to Golden, where we stay for the next 3 nights. Day 5 - In Awe of Yoho – Did you know that Yoho is an indigenous
term for the feeling of fear? Well today we'll prove that you are on a guided tour of Yoho National Park. We start off by hiking one of two amazing trails: Paget lookout in a fiery historical view and resemble Fire Views Worthy, or Iceline Trail, walk directly towards a cooler and iron from a massive waterfall across the valley. After traveling the guide, relax and enjoy some of the smooth bucket attractions at the park, such as Takakaaw
Falls (canada's second highest waterfalls), and Emerald Lake (one of Canada's most beautiful lakes). Day 6- Best to Last! - Spend the last full day of your guided tour of Banff and Yoho on a truly spectacular hike in Yoho National Park, which is a huge expansion of untammed desert. With your guides will be hiking the Trail Trail Iceline, or Hamilton Lake Trail. From here you will be completely in the heart of the mountains, likely without
a single person for several miles and enthusiasm by alpine lack covered in alpin flowers. After we return to civilization you may have a soak of the hot tub and then we head out over the city for our final group dinner and this one is on us! Day 7 - Canyon, Pictographs and Calgary - Today we pack up and check out the hotel. On the way back to Kalgary we have one more amazing stop in store for you, which is Grotto Canyon. We
traveled 1.5 miles up this canyon spot with tower walls on either side of us, stopping to see a set of pickles left by an indigenous tribe about 1300 years ago. Next we pass through the stone field, where there are mysterious scenes of stone pillars elaborately on top of each other in an unprecedented act, then check out a waterfall with a peppercase cave feature before heading back to the wind and on calculated. We can drop you off at
any hotel in Banff, Kalgary, or the airport by about 2 pm. We chose what we consider the best of the best when it comes to finding out and spending time in the backcountry of the Rocky Mountain National Parks. From the explosion of wild flowers in the spring, to the key glacial views of the summer, in the brilliant gold of the brilliant trees of the fall, the ride to the Rockies would not be missed. Our interpretation priority will be a safe, fun
and informative trip that connects you more to where you're visiting. We travel to small groups that recommend security to reduce wild encounters. Peter's time is between four and six hours, including an alphanic lunch picnic. Please note that you must have solid shoes and we recommend dressing in adapter layers to adapt to constant weather changes. Trail Appointments * See the Trail Routes tab for the full details about the
distance, elevation, appointment time and difficulty rating per trail. Sunday Stanley Glacier (Moderate) Monday Larch Valley (Moderate) Tuesday Consolation Lak (Easy) Plain of Six Glacier (Moderate) Thursday Stanley Glacier (Moderate) Plain Fridays in Six Glacier (Moderate) Saturday Larch Valley (Moderate) * Moderate) * Early/late seasonal hikikes are subject to itinerary changes due to trail conditions, please refer to the
information at the Trail Routes tab or require more details. Included Hotel Pick up and Drop in Small Group Sizes (up to 12 guests per guide) Use of Professional Excursions Pillar Certified Guide Meal Transport Options Hotel Collected and Deposited (Banff) Hotel Pick up and Deposited (Lake Louise - Limited) Travel Days to Rating Operations Stanley Glacier Sunday &amp; Thursday Moderate Larch Valley Monday and Saturday
Moderate Consolation Lakes Tuesday easily plain in six glaciers Wednesday &amp; F Fri Moderate * Early/late seasonal hikikes are subject to itinerary changes due to trail conditions, please see below or ask for more details. Regular SeasonAl Hikes: Traveling to Stanley Glascier - Sunday – Thursday trip to a country sculpted by fire and ice in Kootenay National Park. The switchbacks trail moderate for the first half of the hike, through
regulations from the most recent fire, allowing for unprecedented input down on Vermillion Pass back to Castle Hulk. You then follow the trail between stanley tower walls and mountain storms until you leave the rear forest from joining a land of ice and stone and can even find some fossils! You'll be treated to views of Stanley Glacier tailor down the side of Mt. Stanley's bedside for the bottom deep. Rated: Moderate Time Hiking: 3-4
Hour Back Distance: 8.4kms (5.25 miles) Elevation Take: 395m (1,285 ft) Departure : 8:00am from Banff Hike to Larch Valley – Monday &amp; Saturday Trail restrictions due to carrying this activity makes this an ideal hike to take with a group guide. From the valley of the ten shafts to Moraine Lake, the trail ride, really mounted, up 10 switchbacks in Larch Valley on a well-maintained trail. After reaching the valley, the trail easily
ambles in an ink forest and then starts to get elevation again towards the Sentinal Pass and Minestimma Lakes. Towards passing, the views of the ten picks, Moraine Lake and gigantic Mt. Temple (3,543 m / 11,625 ft) will complete your experience. Please note that this traveler does not continue at the top of Sentinel Pass. Rated: Moderate Hiking Time: 4-5 Hour Back Distance: 9.0kms (5.6 miles) Elevation win: 535m (1,500 ft)
Departure: 8:00am from Banff, 8:45am from the Samson Mall of Lake Louise Hike to Consolation Lake - This trail begins in the valley of the ten shafts at the stunning Moraine Lake. The drive alone in this place is worth it to itself. We will spend our time rendering the increase along an old leap adult leap trail in Consolation Lak, where you'll see glaser the Fay Atop Mount Babel. When we return, explore around Moraine Lake, including
a trip to the top of the Rockpile. Due to carrying this restriction is a great trip to make to a guided group. Rated: Easy Hiking Time: 3-4 hours Distance: 5.8kms (3.6 miles) Elevation Taken: 255m (837 ft) Departure: 8:00am from Banff, 8:45am from the Samson Mall of Lake Louise Hike to Plain in Six Glasciers - Wednesday &amp; Friday hike you start by hiking on the Lake Louise line back to the back of the lake before going up an
ancient glacial value. As you get higher, the color of the check becomes even more stunning and the crowd starts to disappear. The trail turns into a single streak with the vastness of the value and its shacks become even more apparent. Near your final destination is the Plain of Six Glacier Tea Home where cake and land are served all day – make sure to bring some cash! Just past the teahouse you'll be treated to seeing in six
glaciers to eat at the Vale and Lake Louise. If time and group capacity allow you can travel more to see historic Abbot Pass. Rated: Moderate Hiking Time: 5 Hour Back Distance: 10.6kms (6.6 miles) Elevation win: 340m (1,100 feet) Departure: 8:00am from Banff, 8:45am from the Samson Mall in Lake Louise, 9:00am in Chateau Lake Louise included Hotel collecting and drop of small size groups (up to 12 guests per guide) Use of
professional hiking poles certified guide meal transport hotel options selected up and down (Banff) Hotel picked up and popped (Lake Louise - limited) Choose from the following lunch options: Chicken Club Wrap: Tee, Chicken, Bacon, tomato and tomato on a totila wrapped Roast Beef sandwich: premium slices of beef with tomatoes, tomatoes, swiss cheese and horseradish sweaters on a kaser kaser hanging wrap Vegetarian:
tomatoes, cucumber, pepper pepper, miltie and hummus on a tortilla salad with green chicken (gluten-free) : romaine engines, tomatoes, green onions, cucumber and dead chickens and clothed French Lunches also include fruit, juice, salted potatoes chip and two brown bites. Included Hotel pick up and drop in small group sizes (up to 12 guests per guide) Use of professional excursion pillar certified guide Meal Transport Options
Hotel collected and deposited (Banff) Hotel pick up and deposited (Lake Louise - limited) All hiking tours start at 8:00am from Banff and running for about 7 hours, including between 3 to 5 hours of appointment time. Guests return to Banff between 3pm and 3:30pm. The full day trip includes transport from most hotels to Banff on a 3 traveler – 5 hours travelling with a professional excursion guide. Pillars of lunch with the randy bay, and
some of the tours will also offer a pick up in Lake Louise. Please choose your preferred lunch choice when making your reservation. We pick up from most hotels in Banff, and you can choose your preferred line-up location during the booking process. To file, our guide will ask you on the way back where you'd like to be deposed either in town or in your hotel. Some of the tours will also offer a pickup in Lake Louise from the Samson
Mall (Plain at 6 Glacier Travelers will also meet at Louise's Chateau Lake), please contact us to book take tour with a Lake Louise pickup. You are welcome to meet us at any of the places we picked up at Banff to join the tour, and a popular central meeting point is the public bus parking area behind the Mt Royal Hotel (the hotel address is 138 Banff Avenue). Most guests choose to self-drive in Banff, although please note that you'll
need to find parking in Banff beyond the duration of the trip. Please refer to Family Websites for general parking information, or banffparking.ca for live parking availability. For guests staying in Canmore, you can also use Roam's bus service and disarm at Banff High School. Closer pick up point at Banff High School is across the road at the Elk Hotel and Avenue. There are four different guided routes that run on various days
throughout the week. Please see 'Trail Routes' tab for more details. Please note that first seasonal hikikes, typically for the month of June, are subject to itinerary changes due to trail conditions. Please ask when booking to confirm your cycling route. Please prepare for the mountain weather weather, it changes quickly. To make sure you enjoy the day, please wear / carry: lightweight trousers to climb, a shirt evenly (not cotton!), a hot
layer (like a colored jacket), a waterproof jacket, a hat and sun, hiking shoes (solid, imperfect or water-resistant boot hiking or shoes - formative or running are okay, but the boots are better), a small thrash, a bottle of water, sun, bug spray and your camera! You may also like to bring snacks (to replace evening meals if needed). Your guide will bring spray with a first aid hole, so you won't need to carry these items. These hikes are in
small groups (up to 12 people per guide) and your trail guides will carry knowingly that carry spray, and provide information about how best to travel safely, avoid a heavy encounter with what they do in the unlikely event you should encounter a wolf on the trail. There is a 24-hour cancellation policy, allowing you to switch / cancel or refund your booking up to 24 hours outside your booked trip (up to 7 days for group booking). Their
advice is not to expect, but they certainly appreciate. If you think your guide did a wonderful job and would like to indicate that with a tip, it will be mercilessly accepted. Included Hotel pick up and drop in small group size (up to 12 guests per guide) Use of professional excursion pillar certified guide Meal Transport Options Hotel collected and deposited (Banff) Hotel pick up and deposited (Lake Louise - limited) the minimum age is 13
years. Children age 15 and under must be 18 years of age and older with them. All adults must sign a waiver before the trip. An exemption must also be filed for the parent or legal guardian of any child under the age of 18. Early and last itinerary changes can be applied, please ask for at the time of booking. Due to weather restrictions and trail, we reserve the right to change in any of our worlds for the safety of our customers. Please
note that this trip requires a minimum of 4 participants, please call the day before confirming the trip. Included Hotel Collecting and Filing Small Group Sizes (up to 12 guests per guide) Use of Professional Excursions Pillar Certified Guide Meal Transport Options Hotel Collected and Deposited (Banff) Hotel Pick up and Release (Lake Louise - Limited) Limited)
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